
HELMUT WIELANDT'S CONTRIBUTIONS TOTHE NUMERICAL SOLUTION OFCOMPLEX EIGENVALUE PROBLEMS�ILSE C. F. IPSENy1. What It's All About. In 1943 and 1944 Helmut Wielandt wrote a series of�ve papers, with the theme `contributions to the mathematical treatment of complexeigenvalue problems' [20, 24, 21, 22, 23]. The papers deal with eigenvalue problemsfor algebraic operators, for linear Fredholm integral operators, and for linear ordinarydi�erential operators in the form of boundary value problems. In particular, theydiscuss the location of eigenvalues of matrices in the complex plane [20]; as well as thecomputation of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions via the power method [24, 21, 22], andinverse iteration [23]. Only a single paper, [24], was published in a journal; the othersexist as technical reports.In this commentary we focus on the computational aspects of Wielandt's workon eigenvalue problems.2. Impressions. Helmut Wielandt is well known for his work in matrix andgroup theory [6]. While reading his papers I realised with surprise that he also didpioneering work in computational numerical analysis.In fact, Wielandt was a computational numerical analyst of the same calibre asJim Wilkinson, whose ground-breaking work on round-o� error analysis [26] and thealgebraic eigenvalue problem [27] continues to inuence computational linear algebrato this day. Both, Wielandt and Wilkinson had a thorough understanding of themathematical theory in addition to an extraordinary intuition regarding the e�ectscaused by �nite precision arithmetic. Both used a good measure of common sense tosolve problems: aiming for the simplest possible approach; avoiding excessive formal-ism; and not hesitating to argue on the back of the envelope, so to speak, if that wasenough to get the point across. For instance, both illustrated the numerical behaviourof their methods with plenty of well-chosen examples; and both provided estimates ofthe computational errors and the operation counts.Wielandt's criteria in 1944 for designing numerical methods agree with the princi-ples that have been formalised over the last thirty years and are in use today. His goalwas to design reliable numerical methods. By this he meant methods that are simpleand insensitive to computational errors [21, Section I.3(A)]. The last feature corre-sponds to what we now call numerical stability. Because computations were still doneby hand at times, Wielandt valued simple and repetitive algorithms, as do today's pro-grammers of vector and parallel machines. He was also aware of problems associatedwith �nite precision arithmetic, such as overow and catastrophic cancellation, whichcontinue to cause serious concern even now. There is no doubt that Wielandt would�t right into today's scienti�c computing scene and feel quite comfortable there. Hewas clearly ahead of his time with regard to his ideas about the design of numerical� To appear in: Helmut Wielandt, Mathematische Werke, Mathematical Works, Volume II: Ma-trix Theory and Analysis, Huppert, B. and Schneider, H., eds., Walter de Gruyter, Berlin.y Department of Mathematics, North Carolina State University, P. O. Box 8205, Raleigh, NC27695-8205, USA (ipsen@math.ncsu.edu). This work was supported in part by NSF grant CCR-9102853. 1



2algorithms and his intuition about the e�ect of computational errors. This is evenmore astonishing considering the scarcity of computing machinery in the 1940's.3. Wielandt's Problem. Wielandt's motivation for studying eigenvalue prob-lems came from vibration problems in the design of aircraft wings [23, xI]. The problem(called `Flatterrechnung' in German) is to determine which airstream velocities causean aircraft wing to oscillate and become unstable [21, xI.2].The system of di�erential equations that models the deformation of the wingconstitutes a boundary value problem [21, xI.2]Ax(�) = �2Bx(�);where A � A(�) is a di�erential operator that describes the elasticity properties ofthe wing; and the matrix B � B(�; �=v) describes the forces acting on the wing. Theunknown quantities are the complex scalar � representing the frequency; the vectorx(�) representing the displacement of the wing at point �; and the positive scalar vrepresenting the airstream velocity. One wants to determine � and v so that theboundary value problem has a non-trivial solution x(�).Wielandt proposes two computational formulations for this boundary value prob-lem. In the �rst formulation, he �xes the airstream velocity v. The wing is stable atthis velocity if all eigenvalues �2 have positive imaginary part. This formulation iscomputationally di�cult because B itself depends on the eigenvalue. Wielandt rejectsit. In the second formulation, Wielandt �xes �=v. Since the entries of B now dependonly on �, the eigenvalue problem is linear. Then the airstream velocities that induceoscillations are those for which there exist real positive eigenvalues �2. Wielandt optsin favour of this formulation.Notation. We formulate eigenvalue problems asAx = �x;where the complex scalar � denotes an eigenvalue. In case of the algebraic eigen-value problem, A is a complex square matrix and the non-zero complex vector x isan eigenvector. If A is an integral or di�erential operator then x is a complex valuedeigenfunction. We refer to the eigenvalues of maximal modulus as dominant eigenval-ues 4. Locating Eigenvalues. At the time when Wielandt wrote the papers, algo-rithms for determining eigenvalues mainly involved explicitly computing the character-istic polynomial and then �nding the zeros of this polynomial [29, Section 6]. However,Wilkinson showed that this strategy is numerically most unreliable [25, 29], [27, Sec-tion 7.5]. This is because �nite precision arithmetic introduces errors in the polynomialcoe�cients; and the zeros of the polynomial are extremely sensitive to these errors.In contrast, the sensitivity of eigenvalues to changes in the original matrix elements ismuch lower. To avoid amplifying the sensitivity of eigenvalues, many state-of-the-artnumerical methods use unitary similarity transformations to simplify the matrix, andthen compute the eigenvalues of the simpli�ed matrix [3, 4, 5, 9, 14, 17, 18, 27].In [20] Wielandt proposes two methods: one to compute the characteristic polyno-mial of a complex matrix A and a second one to locate the roots of a polynomial withcomplex coe�cients. Wielandt's objective was to develop methods for locating eigen-values that are simpler, more e�cient, and more suitable for mechanical calculationsthan other methods in use at the time [20, pp 1, 2].



3The method for computing the coe�cients of the characteristic polynomial isbased on the calculation of powers of A and their traces1. Unbeknownst to Wielandt,he rediscovered Leverrier's method. This method was �rst published in 1840 [7, x25],[11, x6.7]; and Householder calls it `the earliest practical method of �nding the char-acteristic polynomial' [11, p 172].Surprisingly, Wielandt already realises the danger of catastrophic cancellation,which happens when the di�erence of two nearly equal numbers is of the same mag-nitude as the uncertainty in the numbers, hence the computed di�erence is totallyinaccurate. To avoid subtraction of large numbers, he suggests computing the charac-teristic polynomial of a shifted matrix A��I . The di�culty then is to �nd a suitableshift �.Leverrier's method requires O(n4) operations2 when A is of order n. A simpli�edversion of the method for n = 4 carried out with �ve to seven decimal digits requiredat the time 3 1=2 to 4 1=2 hours of computation `for various calculators and electroniccalculators' [20, x II.5].Wielandt's method for locating the roots of a polynomial with complex coe�cientsamounts to counting the number of roots in the upper half-plane. He refers to the 1898German edition of a book by Routh that contains a method for counting the roots inthe left half-plane of a polynomial with real coe�cients [16, xx296-8]. In his extensionto polynomials with complex coe�cients, Wielandt proposes a method to count thenumber of roots with positive imaginary part. Locating the roots of a fourth degreepolynomial when carrying �ve decimal digits required 20-30 minutes at the time [20,Section III.4]. It is not clear, though, whether these measurements refer to man timeor machine time.Because this technical report was apparently not published, Wielandt's methodmust have gone unnoticed. The same method is described, for instance, by Barnett[1, Theorem 3.15], yet Barnett attributes its origin [1, p 253] to a 1963 paper by Parks[13].5. The Power Method. The papers [21, 22, 24] are devoted to the powermethod for computing eigenfunctions of linear operators, to which Wielandt simplyrefers as `the iteration process'. He argues [21, xI] that in the context of vibrationproblems for aircraft wings, this kind of iterative method provides more reliable resultsbecause it obviates the need for additional conditions that describe the vibrations. Theparticular choice of such conditions, which are required by other methods, stronglya�ects the computational results and therefore introduces an element of arbitrarinessinto these methods.The power method applied to a complex square matrix A generates a sequence1 Wielandt emphasizes that computing the necessary matrix powers via inner products constitutesa repetitive process with a simple control ow that can be easily checked for errors [20, xII.1, p 4].In fact, he suggests the use of templates to facilitate the computation of inner products, an ideathat has recently resurfaced on a grander scale [2]. He checks for errors in the matrix multiplicationC = AB by comparing the column sums of C to column sums determined from linear combinationsof columns of A. This approach is also recommended by Faddeeva [7, x25]. Wielandt argues that thenumber of operations due to error checking is of lower order than the number of operations requiredto redo the whole process from scratch [20, xII.2].2 In comparison, a state of the art method for �nding eigenvalues requires an order of magnitudefewer operations; e.g. to �nd the eigenvalues of a real symmetric matrix via Householder tridiago-nalisation followed by the implicitly shifted QR algorithm costs 43n3 +O(n2) arithmetic operations[9, x8.2.3].



4of vectors yk from a given starting vector y0 according toyk � skAyk�1; k � 1:Here sk represents a scalar responsible for normalising yk, either in some norm or withregard to a particular component. If everything goes well, the iterates yk converge toan eigenvector associated with a dominant eigenvalue �; and the ratio yk;i=yk�1;i oftwo corresponding components of yk and yk�1 converges to �. At Wielandt's time thepower method was known for the algebraic eigenvalue problem, e.g. [8, x4.17], [15,xV]; and for integral equations with Hermitian kernel [19], [24, p 95].In the journal paper [24] Wielandt analyses the power method for algebraic op-erators, for linear Fredholm integral operators, and for linear ordinary di�erential op-erators in the form of boundary value problems. His primary interest in [24], though,was the eigenvalue problem for integral operators [24, x4A].Wielandt's train of thought for analysing the power method [24, x1A] is essentiallythe following: Start out with the algebraic eigenvalue problem, since, among the threetypes of operators, it is best understood. The results for matrices then carry over,more or less naturally, to integral operators. This in turn opens the door to boundaryvalue problems with an explicit, known Green's function because they can be expressedas Fredholm integral operators of the second kind [24, x5B].6. Algebraic Operators. In his `convergence proof' [24, x(4A)], as he optimisti-cally calls it, Wielandt analyses the composition of the iterates yk as the power methodprogresses [24, x(4Ad)]: If the starting vector y0 contains contributions of eigenvectorsassociated with dominant eigenvalues then the contributions of these eigenvectors inthe yk increase as k !1.In particular when the matrix A has only a single dominant eigenvalue �, the ykconverge to an eigenvector associated with �, provided the starting vector y0 containsa contribution of this eigenvector. This is because yk is a multiple of the vector Aky0.Hence, as k increases, the contribution in yk of the eigendirection associated with �increases faster than the contributions associated with the smaller eigenvalues.Judging by the way Wielandt formulated his convergence result, he realised verywell that it does not always imply convergence. About thirty years later, Wilkin-son shows that the power method does in general not converge when A has severaldominant but unequal eigenvalues, e.g. complex conjugate eigenvalues [28, p 363].Although the yk are composed to an ever larger extent of eigenvectors associated withthe dominant eigenvalues, they do not converge to any particular direction. Alterna-tively, if A has a dominant eigenvalue that is defective then convergence of the iteratesto an associated eigenvector is very slow because the contributions of the associatedgeneralised eigenvectors diminish only slowly [28, p 362].7. Integral and Di�erential Operators. The power method yk � Ayk�1for Fredholm integral operators with symmetric kernel was already known in 1930[19, xII.7]. Wielandt extends it to nonsymmetric kernels [24, xx4B, C]. For a linearFredholm integral operator of the second kind, the operator A is de�ned by [24, x4C]Ay = Z 10 K(�; �)y(�)d� + k1(�)y(�1) + � � �+ km(�)y(�m);where the given complex-valued functions K(�; �), k1(�), : : :, km(�) are continuous for�; � 2 [0; 1]; and �1; : : : ; �m 2 [0; 1]. Such operators occur in vibration problems withcontinuously distributed masses as well as point masses [24, p 120].



5The proof for non-Hermitian integral operators is not as straightforward as the onefor algebraic and Hermitian integral operators because the iterates admit, in general,no representation in terms of eigenfunctions [24, p 116], [22, p 4]. The di�culty is toexpress what it means for a starting vector to contain a contribution with regard toa certain eigenvalue. However, with the proper identi�cations the statement of the`convergence' result for integral operators looks like the one for algebraic operators[24, xx4B, C].In order to transfer the analysis from integral to di�erential operators, Wielandtassumes that an explicit Green's function for the di�erential equation is known [24,x5B]. One of the examples used to illustrate the application of the power method todi�erential operators is the boundary value problem [24, x1A]y00(�) = �g(�)y(�); y(0) = y(1) = 0;where the complex-valued function g(�) is continuous on [0; 1]. Wielandt rejects whathe calls the obvious identi�cation Ay � 1g(�)y00(�);because, although y(�) may be twice di�erentiable, Ay is in general not [24, p 133].Instead, he thinks of the di�erential operator as an integral operator and de�nes Aby [24, Beispiel (2Bc)] Ay � z;where z � z(�) is the unique solution toz00(�) = g(�)y(�); z(0) = z(1) = 0:If y is an eigenfunction of A corresponding to eigenvalue � then Ay = �y. Thede�nition of A implies that �y solves�y00(�) = g(�)y(�):Thus the eigenvalues of A are the reciprocals of the ones we want, � = 1=�.One iteration of the power method therefore involves the solution of the boundaryvalue problem y00k (�) = g(�)yk�1(�); yk(0) = yk(1) = 0:Hence these iterates are mathematically identical3 to the iterates one gets when ap-plying the power method to the corresponding integral operator. Since the powermethod tries to converge to an eigenfunction associated with a dominant eigenvalue �of A, we get an eigenfunction associated with the eigenvalue � of smallest modulus[24, x1B].For general boundary value problems we set [24, x(5Bb)],Ay � dmyd�m + am�1(�)dm�1yd�m�1 + : : :+ a0(�)yBy � bm�1(�)dm�1yd�m�1 + : : :+ b0(�)y;3 `Mathematically identical' means that equality holds in exact arithmetic but not necessarily in�nite precision arithmetic because the operations required to compute the two sets of iterates aredi�erent.



6where the coe�cients are continuous on [0; 1], and the boundary operators riy and tiyat the interval endpoints 0 and 1 have constant coe�cients, 1 � i � m. To computean eigenfunction associated with an eigenvalue of smallest modulus ofAx = �Bx; rix = �tix; 1 � i � m;the power method produces iterates from a starting function y0 viaAyk = Byk�1; riyk = tiyk�1; 1 � i � m:8. Deation Et Cetera. Eigenfunctions of smaller eigenvalues can be deter-mined by removing from A the contribution of the maximal eigenvalue without af-fecting the other eigenvalues. This is what we now call deation. The power methodcan then be applied to the deated matrix to compute an eigenfunction associatedwith the next largest eigenvalue. One repeats this process as often as necessary, goingthrough the eigenvalues in order of decreasing magnitude.It was known at Wielandt's time how to deate a matrix whose maximal eigen-value is simple [8, x4.18], [10], [15, xVI]. Wielandt extends this deation mechanismand presents a whole class of projectors for deation of linear operators [24, x3]. Theyare constructed from the previously computed eigenfunctions and work even whenthe eigenvalues are defective. A particular deation operator is the Gram-Schmidtorthogonalisation method [24, xx3Dc, 5C]. In this case the projector is orthogonal,and the deation process amounts to orthogonalising each iterate against the alreadycomputed eigenfunctions. Wielandt's class of deation operators is still being used inthe solution of non-Hermitian algebraic eigenvalue problems [17, xIV.2.1]. As for to-day's state of a�airs, Saad bemoans that, although deation procedures are `essentialin the design of [numerically] robust eigenvalue algorithms', the literature on deationprocedures for non-Hermitian matrices is scarce [17, p 150].The report [21] is a less mathematical description of the results from the publi-cation [24] in the context of the aircraft wing design. In addition to computationalexamples that illustrate the theoretical results in [24], Wielandt comments on thechoice of dependent and independent variables, the appropriate size of the discretisa-tion, and the interpretation of the solutions.In [22] Wielandt simpli�es the convergence proof from [24, x4B] for the powermethod applied to Fredholm integral operators with non-Hermitian kernel.9. Inverse Iteration. Inverse iteration is mathematically identical to the powermethod applied to (A� ��I)�1, where �� is an approximation to some eigenvalue of Aand I is the identity.In particular, if A is a real or complex square matrix A and �� is given, theninverse iteration generates a sequence of vectors xk from a given starting vector x0 bysolving the linear systems (A� ��I)xk = skxk�1; k � 1:Here sk represents a scalar responsible for normalising xk , either in some norm orwith regard to a particular component. Under the same conditions as for the powermethod, the sequence of iterates xk converges to an eigenvector associated with theeigenvalue � closest to ��.Nowadays inverse iteration is the method of choice when one has at one's disposalapproximations to a speci�ed subset of eigenvalues for which one wants to computeeigenvectors. The development of inverse iteration fromWielandt's time to the presentday (October 1994) is reviewed in [12].



7In [23] Wielandt introduces inverse iteration. He refers to inverse iteration as frac-tional iteration (`gebrochene Iteration' in German) because the matrix (A� ��I)�1 is afractional linear function of A [23, p 3]. He points out that the use of inverse iterationis bene�cial in the stability analysis of vibrating systems that are small perturbationsof systems whose behaviour is known [23, xI]. In this case good approximations to theeigenvalues of the perturbed system are available. He briey discusses the applicationof inverse iteration to integral and di�erential operators [23, xxIII(b), (c)], but em-phasizes its use for the solution of the generalised algebraic eigenvalue problem [23,xV]. 10. The Idea. Wielandt gives a simple justi�cation for inverse iteration in caseof di�erential operators [21, xIII(c)]. His argument applies to a larger class of linearoperators, though. Consider the generalised eigenvalue problemAx = �Bx;which reverts to the ordinary eigenvalue problem when B is the identity. Suppose wehave an approximation �� to �. Choose � so that � = �� + �. Then we can write theeigenvalue problem as (A� ��B)x = �Bx:Now replace x on the left by xk and on the right by xk�1; and write sk instead of �.The resulting iterative method is inverse iteration [23, xxIII(a), (c)](A� ��B)xk = skBxk�1; k � 1:When B is the identity, this is just the formulation of inverse iteration from x9.In the special case when B is invertible, the generalised eigenvalue problem ismathematically identical to the ordinary eigenvalue problem B�1Ax = �x. Wielandtpoints out that, unlike most other methods, inverse iteration avoids the costly, explicitformation of B�1 [23, xIII(a)]. Moreover, it can even be used when B is not invertible.The power method for di�erential operators described in x7 is just a special caseof inverse iteration with �� = 0. With regard to di�erential operators, therefore, theonly di�erence between the power method and inverse iteration is the shift.The advantage of inverse iteration over the power method is, loosely speaking, itsrandom access to the eigenvalues compared to the power method's sequential access.This was also Wielandt's motivation for introducing inverse iteration [23, xI]: it cancompute eigenfunctions for any speci�ed subset of eigenvalues, provided that approx-imations to these eigenvalues are available. The power method, in contrast, has towalk through the eigenvalues one by one in descending order, and deate, until it hitsthe eigenvalues of interest.The weakness of the power method compared to inverse iteration is caused by theshift. Of course, nothing keeps us from investing a shift in the power method, like so:yk � sk(A� ��I)yk�1:Besides accelerating the convergence, this isn't going to make any di�erence, though.For instance in the Hermitian case, where all eigenvalues lie on the real line,�1 � : : : � �n;the eigenvalue of maximal modulus, maxfj�1 � ��j; j�n � ��jg, still comes from one ofthe two ends of the spectrum of A, but never from an interior eigenvalue [28, p 363],[14, x4-2-3]. The power method uses the shift only in a linear fashion, while inverseiteration uses the shift non-linearly.



8Wielandt also recognised correctly that the quality of the shift can be improvedand the convergence accelerated if the shift is updated during each iteration [23, xIV].The most successful incarnation of this strategy is Rayleigh quotient iteration, wherethe shift �� equals the Rayleigh quotient; i.e.�� = xTk�1Axk�1=xTk�1xk�1when A is a real symmetric matrix [14, x4.6]. An extension of Rayleigh quotientiteration to non-Hermitian matrices is possible [27, x9.62].11. A Final Look Back. Helmut Wielandt's `contributions to the mathemati-cal treatment of complex eigenvalue problems' [20, 24, 21, 22, 23] have de�nitely notreceived the recognition and attention they deserve. Perhaps this is so because onlyone of the papers ever got published in a journal. But even that one does not seemto have been widely read.Like Wilkinson, Wielandt possessed a thorough mathematical understanding andan extraordinary intuition regarding computational phenomena; as well as a goodmeasure of common sense in his approach to problem solving. What makes Wielandt'scontributions even more remarkable is the fact that he preceded Wilkinson by twentyyears, working at a time when computing machinery was more or less non-existent andnumerical analysis was even less fashionable. Because of their wealth of informationand numerical examples, we bene�t from reading Wielandt's papers { even now, �ftyyears after they were written.Acknowledgement. I thank Hans Schneider for inviting me to write this contri-bution, and for his generous and lucid advice. Stan Eisenstat, Tim Kelley, Carl Meyer,and especially Fernando Reitich provided many suggestions that greatly improved thequality of the paper. REFERENCES[1] S. Barnett. Polynomials and Linear Control Systems. Marcel Dekker, New York, 1983.[2] R. Barrett, M. Berry, T. Chan, J. Demmel, J. Donato, J. Dongarra, R. Eijkhout, V. Pozo,C. Romine, and H. van der Vorst. Templates for the Solution of Linear Systems: BuildingBlocks for Iterative Methods. Society for Industrial and Applied Mathematics, Philadelphia,1993.[3] F. Chatelin. Valeurs Propres de Matrices. Masson, Paris, 1986.[4] J. Cullum and R. Willoughby. Large Scale Eigenvalue Problems. North-Holland, Amsterdam,1986.[5] P. Deuhard and A. Hohmann. Numerische Mathematik I, 2. Auage. Walter de Gruyter,Berlin, 1993.[6] E. Deutsch, K. Hadeler, and T. La�ey. Preface, special volume of Linear Algebra and itsApplications dedicated to Helmut W. Wielandt. Linear Algebra and its Applications, 71:1{8, 1985.[7] V. Faddeeva. Computational Methods of Linear Algebra. Dover, New York, 1959.[8] R. Frazer, W. Duncan, and A. Collar. Elementary Matrices and Some Applications to Dynamicsand Di�erential Equations. Cambridge University Press, London, 1938.[9] G. Golub and C. van Loan. Matrix Computations. The Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore, 1989.[10] H. Hotelling. Analysis of a complex of statistical variables into principal components. J. Educ.Psychol., 24:417{41, 1933.[11] A. Householder. The Theory of Matrices in Numerical Analysis. Dover, New York, 1964.[12] I. Ipsen. A history of inverse iteration. In B. Huppert and H. Schneider, editors, HelmutWielandt, Mathematische Werke, Mathematical Works, volume II: Matrix Theory andAnalysis. Walter de Gruyter, Berlin.
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